
PROTECTING OUR NATURAL WORLD

Using the CLS, researchers from Savannah River National Laboratory helped ensure that waste from nuclear power 
plants remains safe and secure for thousands of years to come. With the help of HXMA, researchers were able to 
identify the various types of concrete that are best for containing the different species of iodine — which can be a 
concerning environmental contaminant — by visualizing how iodine leaches out of concrete. This information 
can guide and improve iodine management and disposal at sites worldwide.

DOI: 10.1016/j.envint.2019.02.070

KEEPING NUCLEAR POWER SAFE

AIRPLANES & 
CLIMATE CHANGE

According to Transport Canada, in 2018 domestic aviation 
accounted for 4.5 per cent of transportation-related 

greenhouse gas emissions. The long vapour trails that follow 
an aircraft’s exhaust are one of the largest sources of 

uncertainty in climate models, but a nanoscale look at their 
structure provides new insight into global environmental 
processes. Condensation trails, more commonly known as 

contrails, follow aircraft as water condenses into ice crystals 
around engine soot. Aix-Marseille Université researchers 
revealed the unusual structure of aircraft soot that helps 

explain how contrails contribute to climate change, 
improving models of light scattering in the atmosphere. 

Understanding properties of matter at the molecular level will 
help us understand environmental effects at the global scale.

Extreme conditions — severe pressure, intense temperatures, and high levels of radiation— 
exist all over the Earth and beyond. Scientists from the University of Saskatchewan and the CLS 
wanted to learn how extreme conditions, like the vacuum of outer space, affect how water 
crystallizes into ice. This could lead to a better understanding of what happens to water and 
organic molecules in extreme environments on Earth, like oil and natural gas pipelines 
operating in cold Canadian winters — ultimately improving their efficacy and reliability.
DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcc.1c08108

RECREATING OUTER SPACE 
TO UNDERSTAND EARTH

Researchers from the U.S., Japan, and Canada used the CLS to develop a method for 
determining past ocean temperatures from cultured corals in the lab. Knowing how 

seawater temperature changed over millions of years can inform our decisions for future 
climate warming. The team found that the composition of potassium isotopes in cultured 

coral is dependent on seawater temperature. These isotopes act as a geochemical tracer and 
will allow scientists to extrapolate the history of our oceans with natural coral samples.

DOI: 10.1016/j.epsl.2022.117393.

USING CORALS TO 
UNCOVER OUR OCEANS' 

PAST AND FUTURE

BACTERIA TRANSFORM 
PAPER INDUSTRY WASTE Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Farmers rely heavily on fertilizers to help feed the world’s over seven billion people. However, the only 
commercially available method to produce ammonia—a key ingredient in fertilizers—is not 

environmentally friendly. Scientists recently developed a new process for converting nitrates in industrial 
wastewater into ammonia. The team, from Rice University, hope that one day the wastewater that 

people want to get rid of could be used produce to the valuable fertilizer chemical without generating 
more carbon dioxide emissions. 

DOI: 10.1016/j.carbon.2016.01.040

TURNING WASTEWATER INTO 
FERTILIZER

KEEPING THE 
GIANT MINE SAFE

MERCURY IN ZEBRAFISH
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DOI: 10.1038/s41467-021-23115-x

Queen's University researchers studied dust blown from legacy mine tailings at the Giant Mine in Yellowknife, Northwest 
Territories and determined vital information to inform future remediation efforts. Using synchrotron light, the 
researchers were able to determine the chemical form of arsenic in dust particles sourced from the Giant Mine tailings 
which intermittently blow into nearby communities. It is important for the wellbeing of nearby community members to 
understand what dust from these tailings might carry.
DOI: 10.1038/s41467-021-23115-x

High levels of mercury can lead to problems like kidney damage and digestive tract 
problems. With the application of CLS techniques, detailed understanding of toxic metals 
like mercury is more possible than ever before. Zebrafish are a common model for 
understanding early development and metal toxicity. Researchers from the University of 
Saskatchewan identified interactions between mercury and selenium in larval zebrafish, 
suggesting that selenium can cancel the toxicity of mercury compounds thereby exploring 
the idea of selenium supplements for populations exposed to high levels of mercury.
DOI: 10.1039/C5MT00145E 
DOI: 10.1016/j.jinorgbio.2015.07.003

Getting more useful products out of renewable resources like wood is the goal of scientists who 
are using Canada’s only synchrotron. Researchers from the University of British Columbia are 
studying how bacteria transform wood-derived compounds into useful chemicals. Harnessing 
this process could lead to new, eco-friendly biotechnologies. The researchers used the CLS to 
study an enzyme that breaks down the ring structures found in lignin, a major component of 
the woody biomass that is burned by the pulp and paper industry. Using synchrotron 
technology, the team was able to visualize and describe this enzyme for the first time.
DOI: 10.1016/j.jbc.2022.101871.
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